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Hues of Happiness Faux Center Step Card 
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Supplies:  

• Stamp Sets – Happiness Abounds (159238) 
• Card Stock (CS) – Pool Party (122924); Basic White (159276) 
• Ink Pads – Night of Navy (147110); Coastal Cabana (147097); Pool Party (147107) 
• Misc. – Hus of Happiness Designer Series Paper (DSP) (158822); Blossoming 

Happiness Dies (158823); Glossy Dots Assortment (158827); White 1/4” Crinkled Seam 
Binding Ribbon(151326); Foam Adhesive Sheets (152815); Mini Glue Dots (103683); 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755); Bone Folder (102300); Paper Snips (103579); Take 
Your Pick Tool (144107); Paper Trimmer (152392); Simply Scored Scoring Tool 
(122334); Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine (149653); 

 
Measurements:   

• Pool Party CS: 4-1/4” x 9”, then scored at 1-1/4”, 2-1/2”, and 5-3/4”;  
2-1/2” x 8-1/2”, then scored at 5-1/2” 

• Basic White CS: 4” x 3”;  plus a scrap for the sentiment 
• DSP:     2-1/4” x 5-1/4”;  4” x 3”;  4” x 1”  

   
Instructions: 

1. Stamp the front sentiment in Night of Navy ink onto a scrap of Basic White CS. 
2. Use Paper Snips to fussy cut the sentiment. 
3. Stamp the back sentiment in Coastal Cabana ink onto the 4” x 3” Basic White CS. 
4. Stamp two roses in the bottom corners of the same Basic White CS. 
5. Die cut 5 flowers and 3 leaves from a piece of DSP. 
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6. Burnish the folds of the 4-1/4” x 9” Pool Party CS with a Bone Folder, so the middle one 
is a valley fold, and the outer two are mountain folds. Turn so the two larger sections are at 
the top and the two smaller sections are at the bottom 

7. Burnish the fold in the 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” Pool Party CS. Turn so the smaller section is at the top 
and the larger section is at the bottom. 

8. Glue the 4” x 1” piece of DSP onto the bottom section of the 4-1/4” x 9” piece of Pool Party 
CS. 

9. Glue the 4” x 3” piece of DSP onto the lower of the two larger sections (second section from 
the top; third section from the bottom) of the 4-1/4” x 9” Pool Party CS. 

10. Glue the 2-1/4“ x 5-1/4” piece of DSP onto the larger/bottom section of the 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” 
Pool Party CS. 

11. Lay the 2-1/2” x 8-1/2 Pool Party CS on top of the 4-1/4” x 9” Pool Party CS, centering it left to 
right, and lining up the bottom edges. Glue just the bottom inch of the skinnier piece onto the 
bottom section of the wider piece. 

12. Accordion fold the wider card base piece, then flip it over to the back. Make sure the whole 
thing is pressed flat. 

13. Fold down the top end of the skinnier piece onto the back of the wider piece. It should overlap 
about 3/4”. Glue only where the two pieces overlap 

14. Glue the 4” x 3” Basic White CS onto the back of the card base, covering the end of the 
overlapping 2-1/2” wide Pool Party CS. 

15. On the front, glue the sentiment at the top of the 2-1/4” x 5-1/4” DSP. 
16. Arrange the die cut flowers and leaves on the same piece of DSP, and adhere them using 

pieces of Foam Adhesive Sheets. 
17. Apply two Glossy Dots onto the centers of the two largest flowers, and 3 onto the surrounding 

DSP, using a Take Your Pick tool. 
18. Tie a small bow with the ribbon and trim the ends with Snips. Adhere onto the card front using 

Mini Glue Dots. 
19. If you have a lot to write to the recipient, you can cut one or two more pieces of Basic White 

CS to 4” x 3”, and glue them onto the inside of the card base. Since the card doesn’t open 
completely, it’s best to write on them before gluing them. 

 
 
 

    
       


